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Goal
Increased capacity of developing countries to implement international standards and gain and maintain market access

Vision
Sustainable economic growth, poverty reduction, food security and environmental protection in developing countries
STDF’s work benefits MSMEs and facilitates safe trade

Global coordination platform, knowledge hub and network for SPS capacity building

Funds for innovative, cross-cutting SPS projects and project development
Good practice on latest SPS solutions

Facilitating safe trade/SPS e-cert
Public-private partnerships
Good regulatory practice
Prioritizing SPS investments
STDF’s investment supports farmers, processors, traders and governments to meet international standards, protect health, and access global markets.


- **CROSS-CUTTING SPS**
  - Funding: 11.2 M
  - Projects: 23
  - PPGs: 21

- **FOOD SAFETY**
  - Funding: 19.7 M
  - Projects: 34
  - PPGs: 39

- **PLANT HEALTH**
  - Funding: 13.3 M
  - Projects: 23
  - PPGs: 24

- **ANIMAL HEALTH**
  - Funding: 4.7 M
  - Projects: 11
  - PPGs: 10
Join STDF’s global network to extend results and reach worldwide

Get involved in STDF knowledge and project work

Explore STDF funding opportunities

Connect and collaborate with STDF on the latest SPS solutions
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STDF is supported by

- Australian Aid
- Canada
- Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark (Danida)
- Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland
- Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture
- Irish Aid
- Kingdom of the Netherlands
- Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
- Sweden
- UK Aid
- U.S. Food & Drug Administration
- USDA